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An analyt ical  method is given for  calculating  the maximum wal 
temperature of a tail-pipe  burner  or a ram- jet combustion chamber 
cooled  by a i r  o r  gas  f 1- through a surrounding annular passage. 
Data from step-by-step integrations of the  heat flow from the com- 
bustion gas t o  the cooling gas, which take into consideration the 
longitudinal temperature distribution of the combustion gases, the 
variation of heat-transfer coefficients along the burner length, 
and radiation from combustion @sea t o   t he  combustian-chamber wall, 
are used t o  develop an empirical equation expressing the  out le t  
temperature of the cooling. gas Fn terms of known conditions of flow 
and geometry, When the out le t  cooling-gas tmgerature is known, 
two- parameters can be evaluated that make possible the determina- 
t i o n  of the msx-Tutn t a p e r a t u r e  of the inside w a l l  from a working 
c-, which i e  a aolution of the heat balance acro8s the inside 
wal a t  the  outlet .  
Extensive combinations and ranges of the independent variables 
(mass velocity of combustion gas, mass velocity of cooling gas, 
W e t  coolhg-air temperature, final combustion-gas tmperature, 
burner m e t e r ,  cooling-passage height, burner length, and. f Fne) 
have been generalized by the empirical equation, which great ly  
reduces the labor of calculating the inside-wall tempemture. 
Temperatures calculated by t h i s  method show sat isfactory 
agm3ment with corresponding temyeratures measured on several exper- 
imental tail-pipe burners. Correspanding tempmtures calculated 
at  a s ta t ion  0.7 of the  distance from the flame holder  to  the nozzle 
ou t le t  are within flSO of the  m e a s u r e d  cooling-gas temperature and 
within approximately f25O ol the measured a i d e - w a l l  temperature. 
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The dwference between the measured and calculated inside-wall tem- 
peratures TBDQBB frcrm about 0.06 t o  0 .E  of the Wference between 
the measured temperatures of the inside wall and the C W l i n g  
INTRODUCTION 
Instal la t ions of tail-pipe burners f o r  aueplenting t h r u s t  a t  
take-ofP, in  ccanbat emergencies, and for acceleration through the 
transonic region urgently demand the solution IS cooling pr0blaW 
inherent i n  such installations.  The cambustion temperatures in 
tail-pipe burners and Fn ram j e t s  reach 3000° t o  400OO R. The 
durabi l i ty  of high-tamperature alloys currently  used in  construc- 
t ion  of tai l-pipe burners and ram-Jet combustion chambera is 
Fmpaired by operatbg  tmpmatures  greater than about 2000° R 
(reference 1). For continuous operation, some m e a m  must be pro- 
vided to prevent overheating of the burner w&ll and to   protect  the 
aircraf t   s t ructure  and accessories from high termpmtures. 
Some suggersted methods f o r  maintaining burner-wall tempera- 
tu ree  wLthin safe lfmfts make uee of stratification of combmtion 
t o  provide cool air  or  gases between the wal and the hot gases 
(reference 2) ,  a liquid-cool- jacket (reference 31, a regenera- 
t i v e   f u e l  preheater jacket (reference 4), a ceramic cornbution- 
chamber lining (reference 5), a th in  wal cooled by convection and 
radiation to  the f'ree atreem (reference 6), and air flawing through 
an annular cooling passage surrounding the canbustion chamber 
(references 2 and 7). cool ing of exkust pipes and tail pipes in 
which there is no combustion is discu~lsed in reference 7. 
Several of these cooling systems a re  being experimentally and 
analyt ical ly  investigated a t  t h e  NACA LeKLs laboratory. Coollng 
by m e a n s  of an annular air passage is being intemively investi- 
gated. Results of a detailed Faveatigation on cooling of tail- 
pipe burners and ram- jet cambution chambere a r e  presented herein. 
The analysis is p r i m r i l y  concerned with heat transfer and temper- 
atures and does not comider the pressure losses through the Cmi- 
ing pamage or the effect of the cooling syaterm an over-all 
performance. 
Calculation of . the  maximm imide-wall temperature from a hea t  
balance acmes  the wal a t  t he  out le t  requires the solution &a 
fourth-degree algebraic equation. This equation is converted into 
8 nondfmensianal form &nd presented as a working chart i n  which 
the  inside-wall temperatxre is given i n  temne d two parameters 
involving known tmperaturea, maas flows, geometry, and m t e r i a l s .  
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ThG cooling-gas teruperature a t   t he   ou t l e t  of the cooling pas- 
sage is not genemlly hmm, but it is a function of the heat 
received from the  inside wal and the heat given up to  the  outside 
wal. The amlysfs presented herein develops an empirical method 
f o r  ob tab ing  the cooling-gas temperature a t  the  outlet   as an aid 
in  determining the maximum inside-wall tempemture. Calculated 
data from a number of tediow step-by-step solutions of the  heat 
balance  across  the  inside wal are  generalized in an empirical 
eqwztian that   re la tes   the  out le t  cooling-gas temperature t o  a s s  
velocity of cooling gas, mass velocity of combustion gas, i n l e t  
cooling-gas temperature, outlet cambustion-gas temperature, burner 
diameter, coolin@;-passage height, and burner length. The approx- 
imate range of variables investigated in the development of the 
empirical  equation are summarized In the  following  table: 
Burner diameter, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10-40 
Cooling-gassage height, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1/8-7/8 
Burner length, f t  ..................... 4-10 
M!~ss velocity of cooling gas, l b / ( sec ) ( sq  f t )  . . . . . .  1.5-51 
Mass mtio, cooling gas t o  combustion gas . . . . . . .  0.015-0.33 
Total pressure upstream of flame holder, 
lb/sq f t  absolute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  550-6000 
Inlet t o t a l  temperature of cool ing gas, 9 . . . . . .  400-1700 
I n l e t  t o t a l  temperature of combustion gas, OR . . . . .  400-1100 
Outlet total temperature of combustion gas, OR . . . .  2000-3700 
Thickness, in.,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1/16 
Height, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1/4and’L/2 
b&ss velocitg Uf m b u d i i o n  @a, lb/(sec)(sq f t )  . . . 3.9-32 
Longitudinal firla: 
spacing,in.  ........................ 1/2 
An example problem Included in appendix A i l l u s t r a t e s  the use 
of the empirical equation and Oh0 determination of the m a x l m u m  
inside-wall temprature from the  chart. 
An annular cooling passage formed by a concentric llner Fnaide 
a tail-pipe burner or a ram- j e t  combustion chamber is  shown in fig- 
ure l (a ) .  Part of the diffuser mass flow is diverted through the 
amula r  passage for cooling purposes. Unless otherwise stated, the 
succeeding  discussian  refers  to a tail-pipe  burner with part of the  
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turbine-outlet gas use& for cooling,  but  the  method uf’ analysis 
applies equally w e l l  to a rasl Jet cooled with  air  or  to a tail-pipe 
burner  cooled  with  air  flowing  through an external  shroud. 
Basic  Assumptions 
The following basio aseunptians wftre made I n  calculathg the 
data used to develop  the  ampirical  equation  relating  the  outlet 
cooling-gae tampqture to  the  independent  design and operating 
varfables a 
1. Steadg-state  canditions 
2. Flow pasaages of conatant  cross-sectional  am^ 
3. One-dimensional flow 
4 ,  Linear  oombustion-temperature r i s e  from inlet  to  outlet 
5, Wly developed  turbulent flow 
6. Trlce nonluminous  radiation from cabustion gas to inaide 
wall 
7. Negligible  temperature drop acro~s inside wal and no 
longitudinal  conduction 
One-dimeneional flaw. - The  assumption Cce one-dimensional flaw 
is pemnisaible in the coolhg passage where tranemse  tqerature 
gradients are not Large.. Large tramverse temperature  gradients 
are created in the  combustion gas by  the ombustion pattern,  whioh 
is largely influenced  by  the  flame-holder design and radial clear- 
ance with the  inside wall and by the manner of fuel injection. A 
uniform transverse temperature  distribution  is as umed in the 
absence of experimental data relating  the combustion-gas temperature 
at the wal to the integrated man oombustim-gae tem-peraturs. 
This  aesumption 3.8 conservative  because, in the ueual m88, the @;as 
temperature  at the wall is lower than  the m e a n  gas tempera-ture; 
however, S flames should impinge  directly on the  lneide wall, this 
assqtion should still  be  valid. 
U 
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Linear combustion-temperature rise. - Typical longitudinal 
distribution of the mean combustion-gas temperature is shown in  
5 
f igure 2. me hta were calcuI..atd Prom meisured static-pressure 
distributiona on two 20-inch-diameter ram-jet combustion chambers 
of different length. A small s b p l i f i c a t i o n   o f .  t h i s  analysis is 
achieved by assuming a linear rise i n  combustion temperature with 
length. Trial calculations using step-by-step integration t o  check 
the effect of several assumed dietributions of combustion-gas tem- 
perature (fig. 3) show some effect.on the outlet cooling-gas tem- 
perature and an even smaller effect on the maximum inside-wall 
temperature. 
~~ 
F u l l y  developed turbulent flow. - The equivalent of f u l l y  
developed turbulent flow is considered to   ex i s t  a t  the   i n l e t  of 
the cooling passage and a t   t h e   i n l e t  of the combustion chamber 
although  aotual flaw conditions may be  different. 
Radht ion from combustion gae t o  insib wall. - Radiation 
from the combustion gas to   the  inside wall is d i f f i cu l t   t o   e s t i -  
mate because of the unknown degree of luminosity of the combustion 
flames and because of inadequate data on the ermisei'vity and 
abso rp t id ty  of luminous flames. Referace 8 s ta tes  that radia- 
t i on  from soot in indmtrial furnaces is of a greater  order af 
magnitude than nonluminoua radiation. Luminous acetylene flames 
a r e  reported (reference 9) t o  radiate roughly fou r  times as much as 
when nodminous. The high combustion efficiency of a burner 
resu l t s  in compratively fewer luminous particles  than i n  a sooty 
flame and the radiant heat from the combustinn gas is therefore 
probably between the nonluminoua value and four tlmes  the non- 
lumino~~~ value. The calculated data used Fn developing the ermpir- 
ical equation in this report are  based on the esttmate of twice 
the nanluminous radiation as given in reference 8 .  The m a s  r a t i o s  
of carbon dioxide and of water vapor to  canbustiorgas  products 
were assumed t o  be the BEame as those oorrespandin@; t o  complete 
combustion of a stoichiometric mixture of air  and Cl2EI& (same 
molecular weight as keroaene). 
XegliRible taperature drop and no longitudinal conduction. - 
The inside wall is assumed th in  enough that the temperature dmp , 
across  the wal is negigible, and the  therm1 conductivity and 
longi tudinal   taperature  gradients in the wal a r e  ~me~l enough t o  
eliminate  consideration of longitudinal f lm of heat. 
No heat flow through outside wall. - The assumption of no 
heat flow through the outside wall eliminates an additional  heat 
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balance anb greatly slmpllfies the calculatiane. The outside-wall 
temperature was therdore assumed aB equal t o  the local cooling-air 
tempratme. This assumptian is BatiElfactory In cases where the 
outside wal is lnanlated f'ra the euz?uundingre emd gives a can- 
aervative eet;imate & cool- regu3rerments in cases where there is 
external heat loss. When .the heat fluw through the outside wall 
is appreciable, the method wed for calculating the outlet cooling- 
gas teanperature without heat losses ca,n be appUed and than cor- 
rected for heat lossee through the outlsfde wall. 
The f ollowlng symbols a r e  used in this report z 
erposed perimeter, ( f t )  
specifia he& st constant p~essu~e, (Btu/(lb)(%)) 
hydraulic diameter, ( f t )  
t h e m 1  oanductilvity, (Btu/(kr) (sq 9%) (?R/ft) ) 
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beam length, (ft)(reference 8,  p. 69) 
length o r  height,  (f t)  
number of fins 
t o t a l  pressure, ( ~ b / s q  f t  absolute) 
statio pressure,  (lb/sq f t  absolute) 
heat flar, ( B t u b )  
surface mea, (sq f t )  
distance betwean surfaces of adjacent fins, (ft) 
total tapSsture, (si) 
arithmetic average of suzface temperature and f ree-air  
temperature, ( O R )  
s t a t i c  or s-ace temperature, ( O R )  
affective over-all heat-transfer coeff i c i m t  
velooi tg  of misturbd a b  stream, (f t /sec)  
m a s  flow, (Ib/sec) 
distance, (f t )  
t h i c h e s s ,   ( f t )  
absorptivity 
constant af proportionality 
. 
Parameters I 
Subscripts! 
av 
co2 
0 
d 
f 
Q 
Hz0 
i 
0 
r 
W 
X 
0 
1 
2 
average 
w b o n  dioxide in ombust ion gas 
oooling gas or  cooling paswe 
dlff'user outlet 
fin 
combustion gas or combustion chamber 
water vapor in canbustion gas 
inside wal 
outside wall. 
radiation 
Wal 
variable ektian 
ambieslt or surrounding 
M e t  station or peceding statim (fig. I) 
out le t  station or succeeding station (fig. 1) - 
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W e r  equilibrium conditions, the heat transfer from the com- 
bustion gas t o   t he   imide  wall is balanced by the heat l o s t   t o   t h e  
cooling air, and t he  equilibrium temperature of the wall can be 
obtained from the heat-balance equation Fn terms of bown tempera- 
tures,   heat-tramfer  codf  iciente,   emissivit ies,  and geometry. 
Baamudh as the  heat balanoe is  a fourth-degree algebraic equation, 
a chart is developed that reduces the labor of calculat ing the 
inside-wall  temperature. 
Heat-Tramf e r  Equations 
Convective heat transfer. - Convective heat tranefer between 
a gas  and a surface is given bg Newton's l a w  of coollng 
where h depends on the fluid flow conditions. The convective 
h e a t - t w f  er coeff i c l m t  h f o r  turbulent flow of a i r  i n  long 
' ducts may be obtained from ref'erence LO as  
To.3 ~ 0 . 8  
h = 0.378 
? P 2  
Equation (2) is used to estimate convective heat-transfer coef- 
f i c i e n t s  in the combustion chamber and the  cooling passage. 
For circular ducts, the h-ulic diameter % is equal t o  
the geometrical diameter. The hydraulic diameter of a noncircular 
duct is four times  the flow area divided by the  wetted perimeter. 
a t h e  case of & ~ l  annulu~, the  hydraulic diameter is 
and f o r  a rectangular   f in  passage 
2s zf qp- 
a+% 
where Zr is the fin height and 6 is the distance between sur- 
f ace6 of adjacent f ins. 
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Radiant heat tranaf'er from Combu8tion gas. - The radiant heat 
transferred from the oambuetim gas to the  ineide wal ia given 
(reference 8 )  by the equation 
where 
e w+l 
E t W  = - 2 
and cg and "g are evaluated from charts in refereme 8. Emis- 
sivities of surfaces-are given in references 8 and 11. 
Radiant heat transfer between walls of oooling passwe. - IT' 
the  outside-wall temperature is assmed equal t o  the loca l  cooling- 
gas temperature, the radiant heat trmder between the walls of the 
cooling passage is expressed by 
where F ia a combined shape-ermfssivity modulus that mcd3fies 
the  equation  for radiation bebeen black bodies t o  account for the 
emissivities and the relative geometries of the radiating surfaces. 
Reference 10 gives FA,x f o r  infinite conmntric cylinders a8 
A 9  
wbich i8  edf ic ien t ly   accura te   for   the  annular coolFng passage with 
or w-ithout longitudinal fFns in the passage. 
Eeat tranefer t o  fins. - The heat transfer from a f in i t e  bar  
f i n  ( f ig .  I@)) of constant croes-sectional area with no heat f low 
through the end of the f in  t i p  ie given in  reference l2 as 
.. .. 
, 
.. . . . . . . . . . 
LZZT 8 
. .  
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Determination of Imide-Wall Temperature 
The unknown inside-wall temperature ti is related in equa- 
t i on  (12) to the known temperatures, mass flows, geometry, and 
materials. Rearranging equation (12) gives 
With no fins In the cooling passage, n is zero and the prametere 
\Ir and cp reduce t o  
tc 
N cu 
rl 
The tau erature of the inside wal can now be read from a 
plot ( f i g .  4 P of equation (13) when the parametere rp and $f are 
evaluated. It is noted that  Cp contains "g, which depends on 
the  value of ti and m u a t  therefore be eat+ted. At a wal tam- 
perature 09 1960' R, the average rate of decrease of % with ti 
is about 10 percent per 100° increase in ti and, because the con- 
t r ibut ion of E'* t o  CD is small, a second estimate of % is 
generally unnecessary. The outlet temperature of the cooling gas 
that appears in the  parameter 9 1s obtained from an empirical 
equation developed in  the folloNFng section. 
EMPIRICAL EQUATION FOR COOLINGGAS 
Direct eolution of the dlfferential equation relating the out- 
l e t  cooling-gas temperature to  the  independent variables, passage 
height by paa8age length 2 ,  burner diameter DL, m8ss velocity 
of combustion gas Ggy mass velocity of coolin@; g a s  Gc, 
combustfan-gas temperature distributi?, and i n l e t  cooling-gas 
temperature, is impossible becauee the heat-transfer coefficients 
vary with temperature along the length of the burner. The dif- 
ferential equation fo r   t he  temperatures in the  coolbg passage can 
be solved when the simplifying asswnptions of canstant heat-transfer 
coefficients and canstant gas properties are made. Solution of the 
differential equation using theee shpllfications gives the charac- 
teristic equation 
which is derived In appendix B and plotted in f igure 5 f o r  given 
values of the dimensionless 
Fitting Bnpirical  Equation 
The succeeding pmgraphs  develop an empirical equation, which 
evaluates  the parameter from the   resu l t s  of a number of 
step-by-step solutfons for the outlet cooling-gas tmperature. The 
data obtained f r o m  the step-by-step solutions are presented in 
table I. 
bGcCp, c 
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The unhown q m t f t y   i n  the  parameter ie the  effec- tu 
t ive over-all  heat-transfer  coefficient U. The value of U i e  
re la ted   to  R e p l d a  number of the cooling-gas flow, the Reynolde 
number of the combustion-gae flow, and the temperature of cooling 
gas and combustion gas. Because of this relation, the -parameter 
bC c 
tu is re la ted   to   the  independent variables by the following 
approxbmte empirical equation: 
The constant8 in this equation can be adjusted t o  fit the  resul ts  
of' the step-by-step solutions that take into cornideratian the 
variation in heat-tmnafer coefficient. This f i t t i n g  is accom- 
plished by selecting the proper values for the factor  K and the 
sevm exponents a, d, j, m, u, v, and Z. 
The method of selecting the values of the  6xponents i s  I l lus-  
trated by the selection af a. From the resul ts  of the step-by- 
step calculations (table I), in wbich Gc/Gg was varied and a l l  
other quantities held constant, values of Tg9 2'Tc' a r e  obtained. 
The correspandlng values of' Q 9  L'Tc'l are  found f r o m  the in5tial 
T Tg, 2-Tg, 1 
Tg, 2-T€3, 1 
conditians. The values of 2 obtained frm figure 5 are 
bGcc 
'tu 
then plotted winst Gc/Gg on l&arithmic coordinatee, aa e h m  
i n  f igwe 6(a) , The data f a l l   i n  straight lines and each line 
represents a oonstant set of operating conditiam and geometry. 
The slope of each line i s  the exponent a. The value of a in  
equation (19) is asemed to be Wependent of t h e   ~ t ~ i a b l e 6 ;   t h i s  
assumption is ahawn t o  be approximately correct by t he   f ac t  that 
linea representing wldely different oonditiollIs are practically 
parallel . 
A eimiLar procedure is employed In determining the v-aluee of 
the other exponents (figs. 6(b) t o  6(g)). The extent t o  which 
the value Crp each exponent is independent OP the values ccf the  
other  variables can be aeen by the approach to  paralleliem Fn fig- 
ures 6(b) t o  6 ( g ) ,  The values of' the exponente thue determined 
are as follows: 
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a = 0.84 
d = 0.29 
The values of the variables from the step-by-step solutions 
b G C  
and the corresponding values of 9from figure 5 are sub- 
s t i t u t ed  *to equation (19) along with the tabulated values for 
the eqonents ,  to  determine the factor  K. The mean value of K 
(fig. 7) is 50,000 with a spread of fg.14 from the mean value, 
which is an tn&ication of the over-all aocuracy of the empirical 
equation in correlating the range of combinations investigated in 
the  step-by-step calculations. 
In a ram j e t  -having an out le t  combustion-gas temperature of 
35000 R, a combustion-chamber-inlet temperature of 500° R, a,nd an 
inlet cooling-a- temperature of 5000 R, an uncertainty of M.14 
in IC causes variations In cooling-air  teqerature rise from the 
mean tempratme r i s e  of the cooUng air of about M.15 and #.03 
at equal t o  1.5 and 5, respectively. In these regions 
. the  effect of out le t  cooling-air temperature on the maximum ineide- 
wall temp3rature i a  approximately lo change in wall temperature per 
100 change in cooling-air temperature f o r  of 1.5 and 
approximately a lo per degree change in the region of 'lu 
bG c 
2U 
N C C  
bGcp,c 
Of 5. 
~n tail-pipe  burners  cooled by a i r  enter- a cooling ps sage  
at 500° R and ham combustion-gas temperatures of 1700' and 
3500° R at  the  let and outlet,  respectively, bGcDp,c 2u b s a  
value of approxhatelg 5, and the  poesible  variation i n  cooling- 
air temperature rise from the mean value of coolin@;-air temperature 
m = 1.2 
u = -1.0 
v -0.38 
rise i a  approximately M.15. For t h i s  regia, a 4O change fn 
outlet cooling-air temperature results in a lo change in the maxi- 
mum Imide-wall temperature. 
R e w r i t t e n  in  a working form, equation (19) is 
(20) 
Figure 5 in combFnation with the-desired Giirioa.1 -equation (20) 
relates the  out le t  cooling-gas temperature t o  the independent 
variables. 
". . 
Effect of Longitudinal Fins in Cooling Passage 
The applicabili ty of equation (19) has been inveclltigated f o r  a 
few combinations having f Ins attached to the burner wall. The 
exponents a and. m fn equation (19) were determined and found 
t o  be in agreement with t h e  exponents in equation (20). The fac- 
tor K in  equation (19) was then determined using the  remaining 
exponents of equation (20). 
The form of equafion (19), as indicated by figure 8 ,  is  
applicable to longitudinal fins in the cooling passage when K is 
replaced by a function of the r a t i o  at heat-transfer surface on 
the cooling-gas side includingfina So t o  the  heat-transfer sur- 
face on the  combustion-gas side Sg of the  inside -11. Figure 8 
yields the approximate expreseion 
IC = 6100 (9.2 - 2) 
when the cooling passage contains fine of 1/16 inch (0.0052 f t.) 
thick Inconel ha- heighte af 114 to 1/2 inch (0.02083 to 
0.04167 f t ) and spaced 1/2 inch apart. A more thorough analysfs 
is recommended for other combinations of materials and f in  geometry. 
Correction f o r  E x t e a l  H e a t  Losses 
Flight o r  %est Installations of tail-pipe burners that are 
not ineulated may have appreciable heat 1086 through the outside 
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wall. In these cases, an approximate correction can be applied t o  
the outlet cooling-gas temperature (obtained from equations (20) 
and (18)) before substitution into the parameter I). The heat 
loss from the outside wal t o  surroundings i s  
where to av is the  average  outside-wall  temperature  and h, is 
the outsib-wall  heat-transfer  coefffcient, wbich may be f o r   f r e e  
convection or  forced  convection depending on the   instal la t ion.  
The heat- t ramfer   coeff ic ient   for   f ree  convection about a horizon- 
t a l  cylinder is given in refermce 8 as 
ho = 0.27 ( t0,av Do- 'O) 0.25 
E the engine and tail-pipe  burner  are in an unconfined air  stream 
of high velocity, & can be estimated from the flat-plate equa- 
t i o n  (reference 10) for turbulent flow, 
where 2 is  the length of the plate. The reduction in out le t  tem- 
perature of the ccx>lng gas due to heat losses t o  the surroundings 
is 
SO 
ATC (&) 3600 WcCp,o 
and the corrected outlet cooling-gas tmgerature equals the outlet 
coolfng-gas temperature without losses minus ATc. 
Temperatures of the cooling-passage walls and the cooling gas 
have been m e a s u r e d  on several   tai l-pipe burners during an inves- 
t iga t ion  of t he i r  perfomnance and operational  characteristics in 
the RACA LEIKfs a l t i tude  wind  tunnel. The method by which these 
data were obtained did not permit a direct check of the values of 
the  fac tor  K and the exponents in 'the empirical equation. A 
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preliminary check has been made, however, by canparing the exper- 
imentally observed temperatures with the corresponding temperatures 
calculated using the empirical equation. T y p i c a l  resu l t s  are pre- 
sented f o r  one of the  tai l-pipe burners, whioh is  s h a m  in  f ig-  
ure 9, cooled by part of the turbine-outlet gas  flowFng through 
the annulax cooling passage and by heat lossee through the min- 
sulated outside wal (figs. 10 and 11). The heat losses t o  the 
tunnel test section were great enough that   the   out le t  cooling-gas 
temperature was approximately equal to   the inlet tmpemture. 
The outlet temperature of the  coolbg gas obtained from the mpfr- 
ical equation is therefore corrected for heat losses to the tunnel 
by the previously described method. In  the calculations, the tun- 
nel is considered t o  be a black body, the   mias iv i tg  of the inside 
and outside walls is 0.7, nonluminous radiation is asamed f m m  
the combustion gas t o  the frmide wall, and the characterist ic 
length Fn equation (24) is 20 feet. (A sample calculation is given 
in appendix A.) The corrected oooling-gas temperature is used in 
determining the inside-wall temperature. 
Comparison is made of the  calculated and meaaured inside-wall 
and coollng-gas temperatures at  the outlet  of the 48-inch-long 
cylindrical  section of the combustion chamber because temperatures 
were not measured in the nozzle section of the cooling passage. 
Lnasmuch as the combustion-gas temperature a t  the outlet  of' the 
48-inch flection was not measured and becauae combustion conthues 
in the nozzle, the canbustion-gas temperature was eatimated t o  
equal the inlet combustion-gas tempemture plus 0,85 of the 
combustion-temperature r i s e   t o   t he  naezle outlet. 
Results and discussim. - Calculated and measured temperatures 
of the cooling m s  and the inaide wall a re  shown . i n  figures l0 and 
11. "he c & c h  cooling-gas tamperatwe is within *Go of the 
measured caoling-gas temperature, and the calculated inside-wall 
temperature is within approxlmately k2So of themeasured inside- 
wall temperature. The difference between the measured and calcu- 
lated Wide-wall temperatures ranges from approxAmately 0.06 t o  
0.16 of the difference between the meamred temperatures of the 
ineide wal and the coo lhg  g a s .  
c 
. ... 
The good agreement shown is due in part to   t he  choice of 
combustion-gas temperature a t  the 48-inch s ta t ion and the  emis- 
s iv i ty  of' the walls and. of the ratio of luminoue radiat ion  to  non- 
luminous radiation from the combustion gats t o  t he  inside wall. 
The effect  of changes in the choeen values upon the agreement 
between calculated and measured temperaturea e11 be subsequently 
discussed. The agrement 'between the calculated and measured tem- 
peratures applies only t o  combustion chambers having a combination 
of a well-proportioned flame holder and an optimum fuel-indection 
system, which completely f i l l e  the burner cross section with flame 
and produces high combustion efficiencies. The analysis predicts 
cooling-gas  and  imide-wall  temperatures tha t  are  too  high  for - 
configurations In which f u e l  is concentrated near the center of the 
combustion chamber, o r  which have no flame holder, or when the 
rad3al  clearance between the annular flame holder and the  inside 
wal is large enom to provide a relatively cool Layer of gas 
next t o   t he  inside wall. 
Effects of uncertainties in calculated temperatures. - The 
accuracy t o  which the temperatures of the cooling gas and the 
The effecte of several combinations of ammmptions regarding 
combustion-gas temperature, emissivity, and ratio of luminous to 
nonluminoue radiation on the computed temperatures a t  the  out le t  
of the "inch section of the  tai l-pipe  burner  are shown in the 
following table. The measured quantities were: mass velocity of 
cornbustion gas, 6.83 pounds per second per square foot; mass veloc- 
i t y  of coolhg  gas,  9.14 pounds per second per square foot;  mass 
r a t i o  Wc/Wg, 0.088; combustion-gas temperature at in l e t ,  1704O R; 
combustion-gas temperature at nozzle outlet ,  3363O R; cooling-gas 
temperature a t  outlet  of 48-Inch section, 1712' R; average outside- 
wall temperature to,av, 1513O R; and inside-wall temperature t i , 2 ,  
2 l 3 O o  R. The outside-wall  heat-transfer  coefficient ho (equa- 
t i o n  (24)) is estimated from turbulent flow over a flat  plate  
20 f e e t  long. 
- 
... -. - 
"" . 
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f M e a s -  Assumed or  calculated condition 
urea 
condi- 
G Ion 
Combustion-gas tam- 
peratme, Tg,2, at 
48-Wh station, 
9R 3363a 
Theoretical outlet 
cooling-gae tern- 
wall, €w 0.7 0.8 
Corrected cooling- 
I f 
1712 
2130 T 2215  2315 !T 2188 2290 
3114b 
,j, 
1830 
1711 I 1701 
(c) (a) (c) (d) 
2118 12195  12094 I2185 
aCombustion-gas tmperature a t  nozzle outlet .  
'Inlet canbustion-gas temperature plus 0.85 combustion-temperature 
%onluminous radiation from combustion gas t o  inefde wall. 
$0 times mnluminous radiation from cambustion gas t o  Inside 
rise to nozzle outlet. 
wall.. 
The preceding table ehme that either of the a'seumed tengem- 
tu ree   for  combustion gas a t  the  outlet  of the 48-inch section gave 
corrected cooling-gas temperatures close t o  the  measured tempera- 
ture of 1712O R. The temperatures of the cooling gas and of the 
lnsfde wal are  approximately 2 3 O  and looo higher, respectively, 
when t h e  temperature a% the nozzle outlet  I s  assumed a t  the 48-inch 
station. 
An Fncrease in cw frbm 0.7 t o  0.8 lowers the outlet cooling- 
gas Gemperatme 10' R and lowers the inside-wall temperature loo t o  
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27O R. It is therefore concluded that  the choice of wal emis- 
s i v i t y  is of secondary  consideration in the  region of equal 
t o  about 0.7 o r  0.8. Doubling the nonlminous radiation from the 
combustion gas Increases the inside-wall temperature from about 
80° t o  1000 R. 
Obvious-, a number of combinations of assumptions, within 
certain limits, will yield calculated tempemtures equally close 
to  the  measured.temperatures. The proper choice, however, depends 
on more precise knowledge of the actual conditions. Uncertainties 
in the actual cmbustion-gas temperatuke mar the inside wal are 
most critical and should be experimentally  investigated for  various 
combhations of flame holder and fuel-injection system. The r a t i o  
of luminous radiation  to  nonlminous  radiation fmm the cambusticm 
gases is of equal importance, although more d i f f i c u l t   t o  determine 
experimentally. 
An analy8is has been made that reduces the labor of calcu- 
latbg the mu inside-wall temperature of the combustion cham- 
ber of a tail-pipe burner o r  a ram-Jet combustian chamber cooled 
by a i r  or gas flowing through a surrounding annular coolin@; passage. 
The maximum temperature of the Fnaide wal is obtained from a heat 
balance across the inside wall a t  the   ou t le t   a f te r   the   ou t le t  tem- 
perature of‘ the  cooltog gas has been determined from other known 
 condition^. The calculation of the inside-wall temperature frm 
the heat balance requires  the  eolution of a fourth-degree algebraic 
equation, which is simplified by m e a m  of a working chart. 
Because the outlet t&uperature of the  coolhg  gas Tc,2 is 
not generally known, empirical equation is developed tha t  relates 
the out le t  cooling-gas taperatme t o  known temperatures, flow con- 
ditions, and gemetry. The empirical equation is 
where 
b cooling-passage height, (f t ) 
constant pressure of cooling gas, - 
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Gc m8S8 velocity Of C O O l i w  -6, (lb/(sec) (Sq f t ) )  
G9 
2 length,  (ft) 
Tc, 1 b l e t  cooling-gas  temperature, ( O R )  
Tg, 2 
mas8 velocity aS ccrmbustion gas, (lb/( sec) (8s. f t )  ) 
outlet  cooling-gas temperature, ( O R )  
U effective over-all heat-transfer  coefficieqt 
!l’!he fac tor  IC i n  equation (20) is shown t o  be a function of the 
r a t i o  of heat-transfer surface an the C O O l h g - g a 6  side Sc t o  the 
heat-transfer surface on the combustion-gas eide Sg. For lor@- 
tudinal fins of 1/16 inch thick Inconel spaced 1/2 inch apart and 
having he.ight8 of 1/4 to 1/2 inch, 
IC = 6100 (9.2 - 2) 
which reduces to 50,000 for an unfinned annular peaage  where 
sc/sg equals unity. 
A cambination of equatian (20) with the characterist ic equa- 
t ion  (18) 
gives the unknown outlet  cooling-gas temperature 2n terms of knm 
temperatures, m8s flare, Etnd geometry. 
Temperatures calculated by this   analysis  and the  selected 
asE;umrp.tiane show good &eement with corresponding teanperaturee 
m e a s u r e d  on several experimental tail-pipe burnere. Calculated 
coolbg-gas temperatures a t  a s ta t ion 0.7 of the distance from the 
flame holder t o  the nozzle outlet  are within flSO of t h e  corres- 
ponding measured tmpemtures; and calculated inside-wall temper- 
atures are within approximately f25’ of the corresponding measured 
temperatures. The difPerence between the measured and calculated 
temperatures of the inside wal ranges from about 0.06 to 0.16 of 
the difference between t h e  measured temperatures of the inside mll 
and the  cooling gas. 
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The  agreement s h m  applies only to  cambustion  chambers having 
a cmbSnation of well-proportioned flame holders  and an optimum 
fuel-injection  system,  which  results in a complete  filling of the 
burner  cross  Election with flame and a high  combustion  efficiency. 
The  analyeia  predicts  temperatures  that are too high  for  con- 
figuratione in which  the fuel is concentrated near the  center of 
the  combustion  chamber, or  that  have no flame  holder, or where  the 
radial  clearance  between  the f h e  holder and the  inside wal is 
large enough  to provide a relatively cool layer of gas between  the 
flames and the wall. 
I,e%rLs Flight  Propulsion La;boratorg, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
National  Advisory  Committee for Aeronautics, 
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The inaide-wall temperature ils calculated for a typical  eet  
of‘ condltions obtained on an experimental tail-pipe burner. Radi- 
a t ion from the ombustion gae is assumed to be twice the nonlumi- 
now radiation and the  outside-wall  heat-trander  coefficient 
estimated from turbulent flow over a flat plate  20 feet long. 
Given conditians. - The following quantitiee are aesumed 
be known: 
Burner length, 2, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Outside diameter of Inside wall, D i ,  in. . . . . . . . . .  
Bside  diameter of outside wall, Do, in. . . . . . . . . .  
Mass flow O f  Cooling Wc, lb/aeo 0 . . 
is 
t o  
4% 
31 
32 
3.14 
Mass flow of ombustion gas, Wg, lb/sec . . . . . . . . .  35.78 
Tunnel airspeed, Vo, f t/sec . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  140 
Tunnel air temperature, To, 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  504 
Tunnel s t a t i c  presswe, po, lb/sq f t  absolute . . . . . . .  781 
Combustion-gas temperature Tg a t  nozzle outlet ,  ?R . . .  3363 
Sta t i c  pressur; of‘ cambuetion @e a t  48-inch station, 
lb/sq f t  absolute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1240 
The following t aqera turee  were measured m the 48-inch iection 
of the combustion chamber: 
aTaken &6 i n l e t  combustion-gas temper- 
ature plus 0.85 of‘ cambustian-gas 
temperature rise t o  nozzle outlet, 
Hydraulic diameters and paseage height - The hydraulic diam- 
eter af the annular cooling passage i a  obtained froan equation ( 4 )  
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and  the  hydraulic  diameter of the  cambustion-gas passage equals the 
geometrical  diameter DL 
Dg Di = E =  31 2.583 ft 
The cooling-passage  height  is 
b = Dc = 0.04167 ft 
Flow areas and mass velocities. - The flow areas of the  cool- 
ing passage and the canbustion  chamber are,  respectively, 
Ac = '4 (322 - 3'L2) = 0.3435 sq f t  144 
= 2 2.5832  5.24 ~q ft 
from  which the respective IURBB velocities are 
Gc = 0.3435 3*14 - 9.14 lb/(sec)(sq ft) 
Gg = - 35*78 = 6.83 lb/(sec)(sq ft) 5.24 
RaAfEl t ion  between walls. - The inside and outside walls of the 
cooling pssage were Inconel,  which had an emissivity E~ of about 
0.7 for the  surface  conditions and temperatures  encountered (ref- 
erence 8 ) .  The corresponding value of Pw is 0.85 (equation ( 6 ) ) .  
From equation ( 8 ) ,  
1 
'A,E = = 0.543 
0.7 +(%)(A - 1) 
Radiationfram  combustion @e. - The nonluminoua radiation 
from the cogbustion gas is  calculated Proan data in reference 8 by 
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aesuming crcrmplete uombuetlon of a stoichinmetric mixture of c12H26, 
fop which the ratio of partial pressures of the carbon ai0xid.e and 
w'ter mpor to the static pressure c$ the  combustion products are, 
reepectlvely, 
" 
%3 
- 0.1388 
'Hz0 - = 0.1276 
pg 
The beam l w t h  L ie taken a8 0.8 of the combustion-chamber 
diameter (reference 8 ,  p. 6 9 )  . The product . 
PgL = o*8 x 2 116 x 2'583 E 1.21 foot atmoephere' 
ana 
PC02 L = 1 . 2 1 X  0.1388 = 0.368 
= 1.21.X 0.127% = 0.154 pHZoL 
The partial pressures of the carbon dioxide and water vapor in 
atmospheres are 
pCOz 2116 = -  X 0. E588 = 0.08.1 
pHz0 = 2116 1240 X 0.1276 = 0.075 
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As an initial estimate, let ti,2 = 2150° R = 1690' F and 
from the given conditions, Tg,2 = 3114' R = 2658' F f o r  xhich 
E = 0.057 
co2 
%02 = 0.089 
C1 = 1.05 
ClEH20 = 0*041 
A€ = 0.005 Aot = 0.004 
Eg r= 0.093 a = 0.155 g 
Use of empirical equation. - From equation (20), 
27 
= 5.21 
Theref ore, 
Tc,2 = 3114 - 0.91(3114 - 1704) = 1830' R 
Correction of cooling-gas temperature for heat losses. - The 
outside-wall heat-transfer  coefficient  is e a t h a t e d  from equa- - 
tion (24): 
ho = 0.64 T, 0.3 (TOP 1 Oo8 z0.2 
28 
vhere 
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to,av + To 
'E, = 2 
ana 
781 - 53.3 x 1008 = 0.0145  lb/OU ft 
The value of 2, 'taken as the length of engine plua tall-pipe 
burner, l e  20 feet. 
ho = 0.64 X 1008°*3 X (140 x 000145)0*8 = 4.95 Btu/(hr)(sq ft)(OR) 
ZOOe2 
4.95 (1488 + 2 E538 - 
= 11,260 Btu/(hr) ( ~ q  ft)
asd froan equation (25) 
11,260 X sc X 12 X 4 
3600 X 3.14 X 0.28 
32 
ATc = = 119' R 
T,z 1830 - 119 = 1711' R 
Heat-truer coeff iclent. - Equation (2) gives the heat- 
O O e f f  i C i W t  f o r  the C O O l i I l g  -8 &e 
h, = 0.378 x 1711°*3 x 9.r4Oo8 = 34.1 Btu/(hr)(sq  ft)(?R) 
0.0833°'2 
and for the oombustion gae a8 
1 
. .  
hg 0.378 X 3L140'3 x 6*830*8 = 16.27 Btu/(hr)(q ft)(%) 
2.583°'2 
LZZT 
cp- 0.1.73x10'8  (0.543 + 0.85 x 2 x 0.155) 28363 = o,637 16.27 + 34.1 
t1,2 P 2838 % 0.774 = 23.96' R 
whioh i s  olase enough to the Initial eetimate of mll tauperatme that a reestimatlan ie 
urmeoessarg. 
. .  
. .. 
30 
APPENDIX B 
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COOLINGGAS 
Tbe one-dimensional distribution of cooling-&s temperature 
will be derived f o r  the (3888 of constant over-all heat-traWer 
coefficient U, a linear combustion-gaa  temperature  distribution, 
and no heat lost to the outside. With rderence to figure 1, the  
general oa6e when Tg,~ an8 Tc, 1 a r e  dlfferent is considered. 
It is then aasumed that cat some etation upstream (where x = 0) 
Tg = To E To. The line= distribution in cambustion-gas tempera- 
ture is e-essed by 
The heat  balance across a small segment dx of the inside wal 
gives 
Using the simplifying notation that 
"~ w c  b G C  
U d i  - u  B =  
equations (Bl), (B2), and (333) ccmbine t o  give 
which  ha6 the 6olufiona 
and 
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By rearrangement and subtraction of equation (B5) from equation (B6) 
and equation (B7) c8n be rewritten a8 
which relates the outlet tmperature of the coollng gas to U and 
the known variablee. 
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Diffuser 
Combustion 
Station 1 2 
(a) Rotation  for combustion ohamber and cooling pasaage. 
Figure 1. - Schematic  diagram of combustion chamber and 
longitudinal fin. 
.. . . . .  
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Figure 3. - Effeot or assumed dlstributlon of combustion-gas tem- 
perature on temperature of inside wall and cooling gas, 
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979  443  443  463 
1458 500 500 3500 
1458 500 500 3500 
it abs.) 
02 03 .4 .6 a 1 2 3 
l~fass velooity ratio, c+dag 
(a 1 Determination of a. 
Figure 6. - Detemnination of exponents in empirloal equation (19). 
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Figure 6. - Continued. Determination of exponents in empirical 
equation  (19 ) 
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b - 2  c) ' pa ToJ Tell Tg,2 
(ft) (ft) (lb/(fec) (lb/sq (9) ( O R )  ( O R )  
d 0.04167 5 10 1458  500 500 3500 
a04167 5 
,04167 5 
10 1458 SO0 500 3500 
10 1458 500 500 3500 
4 002083 5  10 1458 600 500 3500 
O e02083 6 10 1458 500 500 3500 
(sa ft)) ft abs.) 
43 
44 
n 5.333 5 
1458 500 Mw) 
1458 M)o 500 
P 
N 
N 
4 
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u, 
e" 
64P 
2 
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P 
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.0 
.6 
.4 
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Passage height, b, it 
(a) Determhation of m. 
Figure 6. - Continued. Determinatfon of  exponents ln eqbieal 
equation (18). 
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0 3.333 0.04167 10 1468 SO0 SO0 3600 
D 2.0 .0488 8.42 2000 1650 1650 3000 
a 3.333 .04167  10 1458 SO0 500 3500 
1 
(e)  Determination of U. 
Figure 6. - Continued. Determination o r  exponents in empirical 
equation (19). 
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t v a g  pa TCJ TgJ Tg,2 
(ft 1 (lb/sq (9) ( O R )  ( O R )  
ft abs.) 
5 2.3 1458 600 500 
5 2.3 1458 500 500 
6 .8 4900 670 670 
5 1.18 1458 500 500 
4 1  2000 1660 9000 
4 1  4000 1650 3000 
4 1  1650 3000 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 0000 roo0 
Outlet aombustion-gas temperature, Tg,2, OR 
(f) Deterntlnatlon of P. 
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Flgure 7. - Determlnatlon of mean value of K for annular cooling passage, (See table I for 
symbols. 1 
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Figure 8. - Effect of Inaonel longltudlnal flns on x. 
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Figure  10. - Variation of Inside-wall and cooling-gas temperatures 
with OolabUStiOn-ga8 temperature at 48-inch station of tail-pipe 
burner shown in figure 9. 
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Figure 11. - Comparison of calculated and measured inside-wall and 
-gas temperatures at  48-inch station of tail-pipe burner 
c shown cOO1iT n figure 9. 

